any modern studies on this text or its English translations seem to be satisfactory in their interpretations of the two terms, however, the present study is offered -as a codification, mostly for this reporter's own benefit, but also to make the following interpretations available to a wider readership.
The meaning of this is clear by itself.It means the mind not being in accord with its self -nature, not being able to stand as it does', in other words, the basic unawakening, avidya. The text states:
The self-nature of the mind being without thought, it is named 'change-free'. Because it does not attain to the One-dharma-world, the mind is not in accord ; it has thoughts arise,
"THE MIND NOT IN ACCORD" (G. Tokiwa)
uncaused. This is named avidya (root-ignorance)" (T32, 577c). The text gives three forms of the defiled mind which is not in accord with its selfnature: manifestation as the seen, manifestation as the seer, and root-karman, i. e. the mind that stirs and thus manifests itself as the seen and the seer.
The text defines the concept "not in accord" as follows. . avidya-karman, the seer, and the seen" (577a). Then the text gives the other three forms of the defiled mind which are said to "accord": they are attachment, non-interruption, and discrimination. The definition of the term to "accord" in this case, according to the text, goes like this : "Consciousness The text distinguishes the two classes, saying that one is "coarse" (sthula) and the other "subtle" (suksma). It says : "The manner of rise-and-decay can be divided into two : one is coarse because it accords with the mind; the other is subtle because it does not accord with the mind. These two manners , of rise-and-decay are obtained because of the perfuming (vasana) of avidya ; that is, because of the unawakening as the cause and [consciousness] deludedly taking external objects as the condition. If the cause ceases, the con--455-"THE MIND NOT IN ACCORD" (G. T okiwa) (54) dition ceases. Because the cause ceases, the mind which is not in accord ceases.
Because the condition ceases, the mind which accords ceases" (578a). This largely clarifies the relationship between the two classes, but still it leaves the point mentioned above, regarding the common ground of their accord and non-accord, untouched.
III. 'The "accord" and the "non-accord" on common ground :
The text states as regards the second of the three forms of the defiled mind which "accord": "It has the form of continuation ; based on discrimination there arise the awarenesses of pain and pleasure ; for the mind gives rise to thoughts, which accord with one another without interruption" (577a).
To the ' same effect it says : "The consciousness continues because thoughts accord with one another without interruption ; because it preserves good and evil karman of the innumerable past lives, missing none" (577b). This naturally leads one to the next step, the concept of "momentariness" (ksanika). IV. The "non-accord" nature of the "accord" :
Thus we know that the three forms of the defiled mind which "accord" accord with, that is, get along with the momentariness of mind because the mind does not realize its own momentariness or abodelessness. The defiled mind accords with the ordinary object-conditioned life, while incessantly making discriminations and attachments, and thus giving rise to and suffering from karma-pains, unaware of the cause of this all. To come to the awareness of the cause is extremely difficult because of the "accord" of our ordinary life. But this disguised -"accord" eventually fails because the "defiled" mind really does not accord with its self-nature. The ordinary life cannot help becoming aware of its , own "non-accord". That is why the other three forms of the defiled mind which do not accord are said to be "subtle". This awareness is very hard to attain ; the awareness becomes most penetrating when one attains Buddhahood. Being subtle, therefore, means the profundity of the awareness as well as the deep-rootedness of avidya in the ordinary life. The deepest, the subtlest of all, is the Awareness of tathata, which has nothing to accord with. V. Lastly, the three coarse forms of the defiled mind, i. e. attachment, non-interruption and discrimination, are the qualities of consciousness, whose momentary thoughts depend on and direct themselves toward the external objects, incessantly keep appearing and disappearing as long as they accord with the ordinary life. In other words, their cessation awaits the self-awareness , of the non-accord nature of consciousness, which is none other than that of the defiled mind in the aspect of the three subtle forms we have been discussing. Regarding those three subtle forms, the root-ka rman, the stirring , of the mind based on uncaused ignorance, makes up the other two forms, i. e. manifestations as object and subject and is the subtlest because it does not accord with the self-nature of the mind, which is No-mind. It makes the cause of birth-death transmigrations. Again it is subtlest because, for all this, it never has its own being apart from the self-nature of the mind.
The "accord" class and the "non-accord" class of the defiled mind seemingly correspond, respectively, with the vastu-prativikalpa-vijn"ana (consciousness which discriminates objects) and the khyati-vijnana (consciousness which perceives what appears external to itself, as with the mirror), which two are mentioned in the Lankavatara (2, N 37). The sutra says that these two are inseparable and mutually conditioned (Ibid. ), while the KISHIllNRON regards one as depending on the other.
